Why we should create a
nature positive future

Natura &Co at COP26
What you need to know

Estimates of our total impact on
Nature suggest that we would require
1.7 Earths to maintain the world’s
current living standards.1

It’s time for transformative thinking.

Nature positive
In 2021, G7 leaders
called for the world to
become net zero and
nature positive for the
“benefit of people
and the planet.”

It has become a
movement, with leaders
from governments,
businesses and civil society
committing to action.

Nature positive means
creating strategies to enhance
the resilience of our planet
and societies to halt and
reverse nature loss by 2030.

Previously, the mantra among a
growing number of global
leaders has been “to do less
harm,” to reduce impact and to
tread lightly across our world.

Now we need a new world view
which is "nature positive."

A nature positive approach
enriches
biodiversity;

stores
carbon;

purifies
water;

maintain’s
nature’s balance
and reduces
pandemic risk.

In short, a nature positive approach enhances the
resilience of our planet, our societies and value chains.

Why is being “nature positive”
an important goal?
More than half the world’s
total GDP (Gross Domestic
Product) - US$44 trillion of
economic value generation
– is moderately or highly
dependent on nature and
its services.2

83%

50%

83% of wild mammals and 50% of plants
are already lost, and nature loss
continues, representing a significant risk to
corporate and financial stability.3

“There is no pathway to net zero without
protecting and restoring nature.”
https://ukcop26.org/nature/

A nature-based transition could create US$10 trillion in
business opportunity and create 395 million jobs by 2030.4

How do we create a nature positive future?

The world must build
an Agreement on
Nature, similar in
scope and scale to the
Paris Agreement.

One that enables
people and the
planet to thrive.

The Amazon illustrates
the twin challenges
that threaten our
future – carbon and
nature loss.

The Amazon can help the world:
Store carbon.

Protect
biodiversity.

Support forest lifestyles
and culture – especially
for women.

of all species of
birds and fish living
in the Amazon.
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Amazônia is the way
to our future.
The road to building an
Agreement on Nature:
COP26 – November 2021
The first COP where the
Paris Agreement
measures take effect.

CBD COP15 Part 2 – April 2022
The UN Convention on Biological
Diversity’s Post-2020 Global
Biodiversity Framework is due to
be agreed in Kunming, China
(Part 1 took place in October 2021).

Stockholm+50 – June 2022
Marking 50 years since the 1972
UN Conference on Human
Environment which recognized
the environment as a pressing
global issue for the first time.

50 YEARS

Rio+30 – TBD 2022
Marks 30 years since the Earth Summit in Rio when
world leaders first acknowledged the impact of
human socio-economic activities on the environment.

To date, more than
1,000 global businesses
are calling on
governments to adopt
policies to reverse nature
loss this decade.5

Learn More:
businessfornature.org

weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/what-is-naturepositive-and-why-is-it-the-key-to-our-future/

See naturaeco.com/sustainability-vision-2030 for more
information about our Commitment to Life: 2030
Sustainability Vision

See our films at waterbear.com/partner/natura-co

Want to know more about COP26 and what to expect
visit ukcop26.org
Visit plenamata.eco to learn more about the rate of
deforestation and what we can all do to help halt the
devastation it causes.
Learn more about CBD COP15 here:
unep.org/events/conference/un-biodiversityconference-cop-15
Read more about Stockholm+ 50 here:
government.se/government-policy/stockholm50/
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